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With both PQ and HLG, if video content is displayed at the same brightness and in the same viewing 

conditions as those in which it was produced, it will look the same as it did on the production monitor. 

The creative intent will be maintained. Indeed, under these conditions PQ and HLG deliver identical 

looking pictures. However, content will not usually be consumed under the same conditions as it was 

produced.  

In order to maintain creative intent under different viewing conditions, and on different displays, 

content should look perceptually the same, but the pixels don’t necessarily need to have the same 

absolute luminance.  After all, a photograph has the same creative intent whether it is viewed in bright 

daylight or in dim artificial light, even though the absolute brightness is very different. It is well-known 

that the relative luminance levels in a scene are much more important in perceptual judgements than 

the absolute luminance levels [1, p. 51]. The human visual system adapts to the current viewing 

environment, so that when the viewing conditions change, the luminance values also need to be 

modified to take account of adaptation in the human visual system. Televisions and video displays are 

watched in a wide variety of environments. A television may be viewed in a dim living room in the 

evening. But it might also be viewed in a bright living room during the day, for example to watch live 

sport. Television is watched on a wide variety of devices including laptops, tablets, and mobiles, as well 

as televisions. Each of these devices has different capabilities, particularly the maximum luminance that 

the display can produce. None of these viewing scenarios matches the conditions under which the 

television programme was produced, which would only be closely approximated in some, dimly lit, 

home cinema environments. 

When a programme is viewed in a brighter environment than the one in which it was produced, it 

becomes more difficult to see details in the dark parts of the picture. This is partially because there is 

more light reflected by the screen from the environment. This reflected light can swamp dim details 

on the display. It is also because the eye has a limited dynamic range. Due to its limited dynamic range 

(of about 10000:1), when the eye is adapted to a bright environment it simply cannot see dark details 

in an image.  

When viewing in a brighter environment it is more comfortable, and easier to see dark details, if the 

image is reproduced at a higher luminance than during production. With conventional CRT displays 

the maximum luminance of the display was limited to a few hundred cd/m2 by the physics of the device. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/high-dynamic-range
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However, modern televisions can produce peak luminaces greater than 1500cd/m2, with even brighter 

displays promised for the future. 

A crucial question is how to ensure that the picture looks correct when it is rendered on a brighter 

display, in a brighter environment, than the production environment. That is, how do we ensure that 

the perceptual look, or “creative intent”, of the picture is maintained under these conditions? 

To understand how that can be achieved with both HLG and PQ, we first need to understand how 

the two HDR formats operate. 

HLG is a scene-referred approach to HDR, where the signal corresponds to the relative light levels in 

the original or virtual scene. This is like the image captured by a stills camera, in which the image data 

describes what was captured by the camera, not how it should be displayed. 

With HLG, luminance levels are implicitly scaled by the display, maintaining the relative luminance 

between pixels. Recommendation ITU-R BT.2100 [2] specifies how the HLG signal may be further 

modified, with a gamma function, to take account of adaptation in the human visual system. The value 

of gamma that is specified is derived from experimental results to preserve the perceptual look of the 

image (that is, to preserve the creative intent).  

This design for HLG means that the picture looks perceptually the same over a wide range of display 

brightnesses, and there is no need to specify a single “reference” display brightness. Indeed, just like 

photographic prints, it makes no sense to define any particular display brightness; the HLG signal 

represents what was captured by the camera, not how is should be displayed. In this respect HLG is 

extremely flexible, and so can be used to make television programmes with the full range of monitors 

used in production, which may differ significantly from “reference” specifications. And, of course, the 

HLG design means that the consumer may also view HDR pictures on diverse displays (TVs, mobiles, 

tablets and laptops) in a wide variety of viewing environments. 

PQ is a display-referred approach to HDR, where the signal corresponds directly to the absolute 

displayed pixel luminance levels on the mastering display. This is like the approach taken for movies, 

where the final image is crafted in a cinema environment, the same brightness and environment in 

which the movie will be presented. There is some general information in Report ITU-R BT.2390 [3] 

about how the PQ signal could be modified for dimmer displays. A dimmer PQ display has a reduced 

luminance range for specular highlights, so the highlights have to be compressed. This changes the 

relative pixel luminance levels across the scene, which is inconsistent with fully maintaining creative 

intent.  

Generally, consumer viewing environments require brighter images than a production environment. 

At the moment there are no published algorithms, within Report ITU-R BT.2390 or elsewhere, for 

rendering a PQ signal to exploit brighter displays in brighter viewing environments. This lack of 

standards and information makes it difficult to know whether PQ signals rendered for brighter 

environments do preserve creative intent. Furthermore different manufacturers may choose to 
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implement different methods, and this additionally raises the prospect of inconsistent reproduction 

with PQ (unless it is viewed in reference conditions). 

It is sometimes claimed that the creative intent for PQ signals can be maintained by sending metadata 

to accompany the signal. This metadata can indicate how the PQ signal should be modified for display 

in a brighter environment. There are several drawbacks to this approach. One is that sending end-to-

end metadata has proved unreliable in practice, for example when used for audio signals. Sometimes 

metadata is corrupted, missing, or simply wrong, which requires a “fallback” technique to avoid severe 

picture disruption. More fundamentally, purely defining the carriage of metadata, without a description 

of how it is generated, does not specify how PQ images can be rendered to maintain creative intent. 

Providing metadata simply moves the problem from the display to the content provider (broadcasters). 

The metadata could be derived by manually “re-grading” the image until it looks right in a number of 

different environments. But this introduces a delay in the signal path and so is unsuitable for live 

broadcasts. Furthermore individuals will differ in how they re-grade content, leading to inconsistent 

images. Alternatively, an automatic algorithm may be used to generate the metadata, with much lower 

signal latency (delay). However, without even a published algorithm, and no standard, the metadata, 

and hence the pictures, will vary between content producers.  

Display-referred signals, such as PQ, work well when the production and viewing environments are 

the same, but are not ideal when they differ. Scene-referred signals, such as HLG, are a more natural 

choice when the viewing conditions vary. 
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